


$49 billion

How much food per year do we throw away 
in Canada?

a. $20 million
b. $50 million
c. $100 million
d. $49 billion



The Leftovers Foundation 
is one of Western Canada’s 
largest charitable food 
redirection agencies. Our 
mission — mobilize 
community to reduce food 
waste and increase food 
access, protecting our 
people and our planet.

Leftovers prevents food loss 
and waste by diverting 
unsold, fresh food from the 
landfill and into the hands of 
those needing it most, or 
creatively re-purposing it 
with community partners.

Leftovers works with over 100 
local restaurants, bakeries 
and grocers in Alberta and 
Manitoba to ensure that tons 
of nutritious food is kept out 
of the landfill each week. 
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Fighting food waste.
Fighting inequitable food access.

Fighting climate change.



A tech enabled charity.





















dignified access to food & community



Pay What You Want: A Unique Model

Creating Shared Value
PWYW is about creating shared value: a framework that 
builds economic value while simultaneously addressing 
societal needs. Using the PWYW model, Kin Kitchen 
addresses financial accessibility while also redirecting 
upcycled or otherwise wasted food products (without 
compromising on quality).

CSV = Social Value + Economic Value
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The Model
The PWYW model provides consumers with the 
opportunity to decide how much value they feel they're 
receiving from our products. This is a model based on 
reciprocal trust. We will be exploring three versions of 
the PWYW model to determine what is the best fit.

- Suggested pricing 
- Pricing floor 
- Happy hour PWYW (i.e. 3pm onwards)

PARTNERSHIP DECK — 2021



Design
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Follow our mission on social media!

@LEFTOVERSYYC
@LEFTOVERSYEG
@LEFTOVERSYWG

@LEFTOVERSFOUNDATION

@LEFTOVERSFOUNDATION

@weareallkinCA
@freshroutes
@anewupcycling
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